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Next revolutionary next generation R-Series excavators from Bobcat
Co. feature a bold, distinct design geared toward increasing operator
productivity and comfort, as well as machine uptime protection.
Landscapers will benefit from a 15 percent increase in over-the-side
stability with the new dual-flange track roller system allowing to
place larger rocks. Also, an optimized integrated rear counterweight
design further enhances the machine’s stability.
Strengthened hinges and latches, and more ridged, aligned

Commercial Engines that Define Productivity
Vanguard engines are defining what it means to be productive

R-Series excavator panels reduce vibration in the cab, making

day in and day out for landscape contractors who have no time for

for a more enjoyable work day. Along with having the largest

engine downtime. Vanguard engines place a premium on combining

cab openings in the industry, Bobcat has redesigned its R-Series

technology, durability and unmatched support to handle whatever

excavator cab for an unbeatable operator experience. There is 29

lawn conditions a contractor’s crew is faced with — from thick, wet

percent more floor space and 15 percent more glass surface area,

grass to the dusty, debris-filled dry lawns of mid-summer.

which includes an improved top window and narrower side pillars for
visibility that’s never been better.
R-Series excavators also feature blades with increased

The complete line of Vanguard engines is designed with
productivity in mind. Easier maintenance, 24-hour parts delivery
and innovations like Vanguard EFI and Oil Guard combine to provide

downward angles for greater stability when digging on an uneven

unmatched performance and efficiency. With a service and support

surface or trenching at an angle, and a boom swing greaseless pin

network focused on commercial equipment and a global 3 year

joint for enhanced uptime protection.

limited commercial warranty, Vanguard delivers the power to

The first R-Series excavators launched include the Bobcat® E32
and E35 in the popular 3- to 4-ton size class. Additional R-Series

get more done — every day. Visit www.vanguardengines.com
to learn more.

excavators from Bobcat will be introduced at a later date.
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